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About This Game

Big Action Mega Fight! is a classic single player beat 'em up/brawler with a modern twist! Hilarious 2D cartoon combat will
leave you with your jaw on the floor and your hands full of blisters. Blast your way through levels filled with luscious art and

unforgettable enemies. How fast can you SMASH?

Megatropolis is overrun with a new vicious criminal gang, the Clunks. You play as Brick Strongarm, a killer-moustache-
sporting, iron-pumping gym aficionado with a penchant for lazy Sundays. But when the Clunks kidnap your best friend Hawk,

justice calls. Get out there, rescue your friend, and save the city from crime and corruption!

BAMF! is an homage to classic 90s beat 'em ups like Final Fight, Turtles in Time, Simpsons Arcade and Streets of Rage,
where intense cartoon combat meets tight controls and a satisfying difficulty curve.
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Punch your way through over 35 stages of non-stop fighting action

Upgrade your fighter to improve endurance, punching power, and abilities

Learn ridiculously over-the-top special attacks like Fistnado, Orbital Punch and Poultry Rain

Enjoy luscious hand-drawn animation and detailed urban environments remastered in high resolution

Feast your ears on a fully remastered award-winning soundtrack that'll make you wish it was still the 90s

Get a kick out of full controller and keyboard support

Unlock Steam achievements

Big Action Mega Fight! is the perfect compliment to your arsenal of action games.

Soundtrack

Buy the game's award-winning soundtrack here.

Stay In Touch

Keep up to date with everything happening at Double Stallion Games by following us on Twitter or Facebook.
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Genre: Action, Indie
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 12 Jan, 2016
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 125 MB available space
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Feels like VR Missions for Spider-Man. Challenging, sometimes frustratingly unforgiving, but really satisfying when you nail a
sequence. Turning up aim assist helps. Some of the best not-web swinging since Spider-Man 2. Be forewarned, however, this
game hasn't been updated in over a year - since February 2017 - and seems to be abandoned. What you see is what you get..
Wonderful and impactful game, the story and the art are so lovingly done while the combat feels smooth yet challenging.. A fun
offroad arcade racer that plays somewhat similarly to the rallycross and landrush events in the numbered DiRT series games.

It's also one of the few games made in 2018 where you will find Toyota and Mitsubishi vehicles, such as the Celica, the 86, the
Hilux, and the Lancer, just in case you miss having those in other racing games.

The one thing I didn't enjoy is how time trial events don't show you a split difference at any point during the race, so you better
remember what was the time posted before you started it or hope you do really, really well.. Overall: Fun, but too easy.

The game system itself is fantastic! Deatiled, beautiful art, strategy at a mid-depth that is easy to grasp without becoming
bogged down. However, it's singleplayer only, and as the French side only. If this game was multiplayer it would be the gold-
standard Napoleonic online experience. Since this game is derived from a boardgame of the same name, I can clearly see where
as a 2 player experience, the nuance and forethought that the AI lacks would make this game one of the favorites in my library.

Once you have mastered the combat system, lining up and destroying the opposing armies becomes something you can do
without too much problem, and as you level up the troops under Napoleon's command, he mops the floor with any army the
coalitions can put on the map.

Great game for conquering Europe in an afternoon, and really looking forward to the possibility of multiplayer in the future..
This game is strange, I don't see the story :D but gameplay is fine.. Interesting mix of puzzle and platformer, graphics are
smooth and look nice (hand drawn like Teslagrad), Early levels are very easy, later ones (area 7 and the extra levels in earlier
areas) can present a bit of a challenge. If you came for a story, don't bother; this is just puzzles with about as much plot as the
old Doom games.. Why I can't buy this DLC twice. I think it worth more.
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It won't exactly overwhelm you with the amount of content it adds, however the new units round out the roster nicely while the
new structures are really neat. Not to mention the additional researchable upgrades, which are icing on the supreme commander
cake.

Also, the Infinite War battle pack is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665cheap so you have nothing to loose by purchasing
it!

Unfortunately since "Wargaming Seattle", formerly Gas Powered Games, has been disbanded we will probably never see
another Supreme Commander.... Great Game if your into City builders and economy managment. Graphics still hold up despite
it being 10 yrs old and seems to run pretty stable even on modern OS's. Can be had in the humble bundle going on at time of
writing 31/08/2016 for next to nothing. There's a single player campaighn and extra scenarios to play plus they inclded a custom
scenario editor so you can build your own maps aswell. Worth a buy at current price but less so if you have Ceasar 3 as they
didn't change much gameplay wise except for the snazzy new 3D engine.

Edit: Also works great with Steam controller.. Frnakly I don;t know what to think of this game. I think it's brillant and ultra well
detailed. But at the same time it is so complex that I just can't go deep into it. I guess it's amazing but sadly I will not be able to
play it much (or as much as I would want). Pretty similar to the first game. It's a little more interesting due to the "date"
mechanic, but you won't find many new enemy types. You get boss battles instead!. Smooth gameplay. The open world makes is
very fun to play.. Wouldnt recommned these versions, glitchy and dont work on win 10 :(. First things first.... this game will
drive you mad, and then you'll get it, or you're brain will. Velocibox is a unique twitch based puzzle racer with just 'one more go'
arcade elements.... and did I say it's hardcore!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_KGUJHl6wU

You will die, time after time, but all the while you start to learn how the game works and eventually you start to get into the flow
of the game. There is nothing better than beating your last high score and Velocibox might appear simple at first but at its heart
its gameplay is executed smoothly and flawlessly. I have always believed that games are great for reflex brain training, and
there's no better example than Velocibox. I'm off to see if I can beat LEVEL 2........ AARGGHHHH! - Enjoy!. From an indie
developer who mainly makes 2D games, this tool is a life saver. I can't tell you how many times I got stuck because I couldn't
find a decent animation software. After watching one five minute video, I was animating my game assets. Seriously, I am so
glad I found this tool!. A short but very enjoyable game. Also some awesome music.. Absolutely loved it! Super fun and
creative and a super cute game!
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